
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-30: Commonly Misspelled Words

Spelling Words Review

calendar

accommodate

grateful

twelfth

weird

reference

medieval

chief

definitely

quite

quiet

receipt

restaurant

dessert

desert

mischievous

surprise

conscience

jewelry

separate

European

Japanese

Hispanic

Challenge

acknowledgment

rhyme 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.     

1.  Identify the silent consonant in the word receipt.                            ______________________

2.  Which two consonants make the /sh/ sound in the word                       ______________________
            conscience?                                 

3.  Which two vowels make the long-e sound in the word medieval?       ______________________
                                       

4.  Which spelling word starts and ends with a consonant blend?     ______________________
      

Write a spelling word for the given description. 

5.  a sweet food item that is served after the main meal                       _________________________
          

6.  a region characterized by extremely dry and barren land               _________________________

7.  to provide lodging or space for someone                                           _________________________
          

8. thankful; appreciative                                                    _________________________

Fill in the missing letters for each spelling word by writing the 
complete word on the line.     

9.        s  ___  ___  a  ___  a  ___  e                 hint: set apart; at a distance     _________________________
     

10.      ___  i  ___  c  h  ___  e  v  o  ___  s   hint: playfully causing trouble    _________________________
 

11.      ___  u  ___  ___  t                 hint: making little or no noise     _________________________
       

12.      ___  u  ___  ___  e   hint: reasonably; moderately    _________________________
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Name: _________________________________     List 30: Commonly Misspelled Words 

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

jewelry restaurant weird reference

definitely chief surprise      calendar

13.  Without a doubt, I am  _________________________  going to the party! 

14.  You will need to  _________________________  three sources for this project.      

15.  Janelle heard some  _________________________  noises during the ghost walk she went on.    

16. Another name for the president of the U.S.A. is Commander-in-_________________________.

17. Jorge wants to open his own Mexican  _________________________  and banquet hall.  

18. February has fewer days than any other month on the  _________________________.

 
19. Taani likes to wear a lot of  _________________________.   
   
 
20. Dad was completely shocked when we threw a  _________________________  birthday party 

for him.

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word would describe a person from Scotland?      ___________________________
                       

22. Which review word would describe a person from Venezuela?   ___________________________

23. Name the review word that describes a person from Japan.       ___________________________
    

24. Which challenge word can be used as a noun or a verb?           ___________________________
           

25. Identify the challenge word that can only be used a noun.       ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List E-30: Commonly Misspelled Words

Spelling Words Review

calendar

accommodate

grateful

twelfth

weird

reference

medieval

chief

definitely

quite

quiet

receipt

restaurant

dessert

desert

mischievous

surprise

conscience

jewelry

separate

European

Japanese 

Hispanic

Challenge

acknowledgment

rhyme 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.     

1.  Identify the silent consonant in the word receipt.                                        p

2.  Which two consonants make the /sh/ sound in the word conscience?            sc                 

3.  Which two vowels make the long-e sound in the word medieval?                    ie
                                           

4.  Which spelling word starts and ends with a consonant blend?                          twelfth
      

Write a spelling word for the given description. 

5.  a sweet food item that is served after the main meal                            dessert
          

6.  a region characterized by extremely dry and barren land                    desert

7.  to provide lodging or space for someone                                                             accommodate
          

8. thankful; appreciative                                                                grateful   

Fill in the missing letters for each spelling word by writing the 
complete word on the line.     

9.        s  e  p  a  r  a  t  e                   hint: set apart; at a distance          separate         
     

10.      m  i  s  c  h  i  e  v  o  u  s               hint: playfully causing trouble      mischievous    
 

11.      q  u  i  e  t                             hint: making little or no noise      quiet    
       

12.      q  u  i  t  e               hint: reasonably; moderately      quite  
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 ANSWER KEY

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

jewelry restaurant weird reference

definitely chief surprise      calendar

13.  Without a doubt, I am definitely going to the party! 

14.  You will need to reference three sources for this project.      

15.  Janelle heard some weird noises during the ghost walk she went on.   

16. Another name for the president of the U.S.A. is Commander-in-Chief.

17. Jorge wants to open his own Mexican restaurant and banquet hall.  

18. February has fewer days than any other month on the calendar.

 
19. Taani likes to wear a lot of jewelry.   
   
 
20. Dad was completely shocked when we threw a surprise birthday party for him.

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word would describe a person from Scotland?      European
                       

22. Which review word would describe a person from Venezuela?   Hispanic

23. Name the review word that describes a person from Japan.       Japanese
    

24. Which challenge word can be used as a noun or a verb?    rhyme
           

25. Identify the challenge word that can be used only as a noun.       acknowledgment
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